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Scales for Measuring Satisfaction

Survey design research reveals inconclusive results on which scales to use in measuring customer satisfaction. However, there is reliable research that indicates that your results can be impacted by the scales that you choose for your survey. The most common scales used to measure customer satisfaction are classical “Likert” scales – named after its creator. These scales have numeric values that describe the range of possible attitudes about something --- from “very dissatisfied” to “very satisfied.” When constructing simple rating scales, a researcher must make a number of major decisions including (1) the number of scale categories to be used, (2) the verbal stimuli (or numbers) that should be used to label scale categories and (3) the physical scale form.

This paper briefly describes and discusses different measurement scales and some strengths and weaknesses of each. The ideas are presented to encourage thought and debate as to how you may wish to design your next survey rating scales.

The format of a typical Likert looks like this:

![Likert Scale Diagram]

Likert allows you to manage qualitative data by ascribing quantitative value to attitudes which makes the data useful for statistical analysis. Likert scales usually have five potential choices (strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree) but sometimes go up to ten or more. The numerical value assigned to each potential choice (the anchor) enables you to calculate a mean figure for all the responses. This final average score represents overall level of accomplishment, attitude or satisfaction toward the subject matter. The wording of the questionnaire, scale choice, and the anchor choices will make a difference in satisfaction measurements.

The objective of a customer satisfaction survey is for a positive trend over time--- it should enable you to discover problems, take action, measure, and look for improvement in results—implement results and resurvey. A common problem when using Likert scales can be that a majority of answers are at the upper extreme. Some studies indicate that most customer satisfaction surveys score in the eighty to ninety percent range. This commonly leads executives to believe that ‘80% of customers rate their satisfaction at a four or five; without realizing that it simply means that 80% are only at least somewhat satisfied. In statistical language this is referred to positive skew. When distributions have a positive skew, the mean is higher than the median.

With these high ratings managers have little incentive to improve or to repeat the survey when changes to processes or procedures are made. A scale with good dispersion properties allows for measuring improvement trends and some research believe that scales with fewer points seem more susceptible to score inflation. A well designed survey should have a dispersion of responses.

---

1 Rensis Likert (American social scientist) sought to find effective and systematic means of studying human attitudes and the factors that influence them. His research led him to develop a scale for attitude measurement. Now known as the Likert Scale, it offers a means of determining attitudes along a continuum of choices, such as “strongly agree,” “agree,” and “strongly disagree.”
to separate out the “critical few” on which to focus attention.

The use of a middle or neutral points (e.g. even point vs. an odd point scale). Some scholars advocate an odd point scale where respondents can have a “neutral” middle point referred to as bipolar measurement either positive or negative response to a statement. Sometimes a four-point scale is used whereas others prefer to “force” people to select a negative or positive position with an even point scale. Studies are inconclusive if a “don’t know” option increases accuracy of responses.

Central tendency is somewhat problematic and some research indicates surveys are subject to a central tendency form-related error. This statistical incident occurs with many evaluation, training and satisfaction scores, especially employee evaluations.

Scale design impacts how respondents will answer a question. And when managers’ performance is tied to satisfaction measurements, the incentive to design survey questions and scales without bias is threatened. The goals of a performance measurement system using surveys -- where higher scores are wanted -- can compromise the role of that same survey program in identifying areas for quality improvement.

Overall when Likert scales (from 5 to 7 points) are used for satisfaction measurements, research of results indicates that there is a predisposition to be positively skewed or respondents choose “middle” of the road scores.

It All in the Results and Analysis

While there is no perfect way to design a survey without some bias towards some groups--- being aware of the bias is a first good step in over coming it. This is where a good analyst is an invaluable asset in the survey process. When results are tallied graphed and finalized, the final report should not merely present distributions without reminders as to what bias may be influencing the skew of the results. The analysis and presentation of the results is where these issues should be addressed and discussed.

There are several theories on how to acquire satisfaction measurements through surveys to reflect broad dispersion properties. These include using:

1. larger number scales such as,
   a. a ten point scale or
   b. eleven point scale (0-10);
2. verbal descriptions instead of numbers;
3. scoring where ‘zero’ is used as a midpoint and
4. a two-stage format of simple rating scales

These survey design elements are discussed below.
1. Larger Numbered Scales

Ten- and eleven-point scales: Some researchers believe a five-point scale is totally inappropriate for customer satisfaction studies because of the statistical errors that are discussed above and because scales with fewer points can be more susceptible to inflated results. They choose ten point scales because it is easier for customers to think in terms of percentages.

Researchers claim that a ten point scale is intuitive to respondents because of the familiarity they have with this rating system and is a standard that is being adopted by many of the world’s leading companies. In addition, ten point + scales are suitability for correlation and regression, which provides standardization for benchmark data.

Ten point scales can look a bit overwhelming for customer satisfaction survey participants, resulting in a limited range of responses. Because of this, they can be misleading. For example, 7.5 out of 10 might sound like a good result, but some research indicates people will only score between 6 and 9 unless they feel very strongly about the issue. Taking this into account, a rating of 6 actually indicates that a respondent is somewhat dissatisfied, 9 is satisfied, and the mid point of 7.5 is only neutral.

2. Verbal Descriptive Scales

Some studies indicate that presenting a scale as a series of verbal descriptions -- for example, “Are you extremely satisfied, very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, very dissatisfied, or extremely dissatisfied?” -- lead to more dispersion and less clustering of responses.

3. Midpoint=0, whereas 0 = “met expectations”

Some organizations’ goal in customer satisfaction isn’t just to satisfy customers but to delight customers by providing service that goes beyond expectations. This ambition to “delight” customers began aggressively in the “quality” campaigns of the eighties when the U.S. was scurrying to compete with the reputations of Japanese manufacturers. The scale in Figure 5 above does just that. The level of service delivered just as promised puts you in the center of the scale, and the numbering scheme, while still a 5-point scale, reinforces the midpoint as an average position. However, the zero can be a problem for some respondents. So using this scale with only the verbal descriptors may minimize that problem. This scale also offers a good compliment to using just the “Ultimate Question” in survey satisfaction design. (This Ultimate question asks….. Would you recommend this service to others? Whereas, Market Directions asks….. On a scale of 1 to ten how likely are you to recommend this service to others?)
4. Two Stage Format

A study in 2007 experimented with a two stage format in receiving feelings on customer satisfaction--- they tested they traditional “one stage format” v. a two stage format as depicted in Figure 6. The experiment concluded that the greatest percentage of extreme position responses across scales was generated by the two-stage format of simple rating scales, and suggests that one stage format is possibly subject to a central tendency form-related error.

Conclusion

Designing a survey is easy--- designing a great survey is time consuming and requires expertise, knowledge and experience. With the dawn of, dare I say it “Survey Monkey” everyone believes they can design and implement a survey. After all they have taken plenty of them so they know what a survey should look like. And that’s what drives companies to take on the task of building their own customer satisfaction surveys. Most people like to believe that they are fair and honest (and most are)--- but when your job, your reputation, and your salary depend upon customer satisfaction--- it is almost humanly impossible not to incorporate bias into your own survey.

There is a strong argument for using wording that leads to a lower percentage of top box scores, this is what leads you to improvement. However, to receive an initial low score can be damaging to both morale and ego. But it is the long run picture that management should strive for--- improvement over time means that you have to begin at the bottom point to rise to the top.

If I had my wish--- (and I rarely do) I would have my clients use the “met expectations” scale for customer satisfaction surveys, my second choice is the two stage format. When people have a dialogue with one another they don’t say: “we just tried a new restaurant and I was somewhat satisfied.” People tend to speak in black and white with a neutral middle--- so when companies speak to their customers with a survey it should be poised as a dialogue- - so I also like scales with mid-points, where the mid-point by management should be considered-- so so rating.

I don’t like ten point scales unless the survey is administered over the phone the respondent on the other end can quickly comprehend the dialogue “on a scale of 1 to ten please rate…….” and quickly adjust. However, on an online survey or mail survey the 1 to ten scale is cumbersome in design and overwhelming to the participant.

Alternative scales are a challenge to present to management. The management of most companies don’t want to deviate from past surveys or from what others are doing. But we keep trying.
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